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INTRODUCTION 

The half-syllabic units proposed here ere units each of 
vhich has sepent boundaries at steady pgrtiona and 
preserves a tr11nsition between two phonetic units. Seg11ent 
boundaries are basically deterained by the ■ini■a (valleys) 
of gross spectral variation ■easure. The spectral variation 
■eaaure is defined as the root-■ean-equare value of the 
slopes of the welghted regression lines calculated fro■ LPC 
cepatru■ para■eters over several fra■es. The ■axi■a (peaks) 
of the ■easure vlll serve as the reference points for 
further processing, 

In speech synthesis by rule, it is prl■arlly i■portant 
to select synthetic units that have reasonably a■all size 
of inventory to represent spoken utterances and, at the 
1111■e ti■e, are easily concatenated, In speech analysis
synthesis syste■ at very lov-bit-ratea such as phonetic 
vocoding, the units ■ust, further, be autoaatically 
seg■ented and be suitable for interpreting into or ■etching 
vith the reference units. These requireaents on 
seg■entation and ■atching or labelling are expected to be 
satisfied for speech recognition ayste■ in ■any cases and 
for providing useful tools for auto■atic generation of the 
inventory of concatenative units. 

Syllables and Half-Syllables 
One of the selection& for the unit to be used in concat

enation-based speech processing la the syllable. There have 
been severol discussions and experi■ents on syllable as 
recognition unit (1-4). The syllable has been also used as 
a unit in synthesis by rule of Japanese (5). One of the 
disadvantages to using syllables as units is that the size 
of inventory representing spoken utterance is large. This 
proble■ can be solved by introducing s■aller units such as 
the half-syllabic units proposed here, since ■uch of the 
co-articulation aaong phonetic units is associated ulth 
transition regions and since boundaries at the steady 
portions outside transitions are easily definable, 

There exist ai■ilar units known aa dyads (6), diphones 
(7), or delllisyllables (8) uhich have the co■■on concept of 
incorporating the transition between phone■es, The context
dependont diphones have been utilized in constructing a 
phonetic vocoding systea (9). The deaisyllables originally 
proposed for use in a high-quality concatenative speech 
synthesis (8) have been successfully applied to 
constructing concatenatlve te■plates in the uord 
recognition !or large vocabularies (10). 

Dynanic Spectral Feature 
The gross spectral variation aeasure derived fro■ a 

series of LPC cepstru■ coefficients has been proposed as a 
dyna■lc ■easure investigating individuality of utterances 
(11), This dynaaic ■eaaure has been used in the study on 
Japanese CV-syllable perception and it has been shovn that 
dyna■lc spectral feature plays a priaary role in phone■e 
perception (12), Usefulness of the dyna■ic ■easure in 
coaparison uith its static counterpart has also been shoun 
in vord recognition eaperi■ent (13), The dyna■ic ■easure 
haa also been applied to the aeaaentation in a very 
lov-rate speech coding where. boundllt'ies of the pattern are 
defined by the aaxiaa of the aeaaure (14), 

The half-syllable-like unit has not yet been applied to 
processln& Japanese utterance as far as ve knov. Our expec
tation for the ~nits proposed is in the relatively aaall 
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size of inventory in representing Japanese utterances, 
since Japanese has relatively aiapler syllable organization 
than that of l!ndish. Our ulti•te objective is to provide 
nearly universal units suitable for procesalng spoken 
Japanese, As the first stap to that goal, our current 
interest la in conflraln1 vhether the proposed units ■eat 
the basic require■ents, that they vould be 

1) autoaatically and reliably aea■ented, 
2) closely related to certain lln1ulstlc units, and 
3) suitable to acoustic phoaetic observations 

in the course of constructing the analysis-synthesis syste■ 
like seg■ent vocoder. Thia paper reports a preli■inary 
experi■ent on aeg■entation of speech signal into the units 
proposed and ao■e observations of the result vith respect 
to the above require11ents. 

SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM 

Speech aa■ple is bandllaited to 4 kHz and digitized to 
12 bits at sa■plins frequency of 10 kHz. Linear prediction 
(LP) analysis is carried out on a fra■e-by-fra■e basis (100 
fraaes/s). Additjonal Koustic paraaeters currently used 
are a log pover P, a zero-crossina count z, a count for 
sign change of vaverfor■ X, and the first order PARCOR 
coefficients kl. The spectral variation ■easure D(j) for 
j-th fra■e is calculated by 

1 11 2 1/2 
D(j) • (

12 
I{u(i)•a(i,j)} ), (1) 
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where weight u(i) is currently one for all i and a(i,j) la 
the i-th coefficient of the weighted regression line of LPC 
cepstraa para■eter over several fra■aa. A triangular 
veightin& function is currently applied over seven fra■es, 

With these acoustic para■eters, signal processings on 
input speech arc basically carried out in the following 
steps (descriptions in parentheses are associated vith 
indications in Fig, 1): 

1) appointing candidates for seg■ent boundaries at local 
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Fis. 1, An exaaple of ses■entation and acouatlc pars■eters. 



Table 1. Segaentatfon errors for 455 segiients 

Position Initial Middle Final Total 

Deletion 7 7 0 14 
Insertion 0 11 1. 12 
Total 7 18 1 26 

■axima of spectral variation ■easure (vertical lines), 
2) adjusting the seg■ent boundaries by start and end 

points of speech interval (Sand E), 
3) classifying the boundaries into sub-groups of phonetic 

units and assigning candidates of vowel identity, 
4) assigning the reference points at 11axi11a of the' 

variation measure for time arraignaent in spectral ■atching 
with the reference patterns (dotted vertical line), 

5) adopting weights for pattern matching inversely 
proportional to the nor■alized values of the spectral 
variation measure. 

Among those steps, 3) to 5) are beyond the scope of this 
report. However soae preliminary trials will be shown later. 
As for 2}, a hysteresis characteristic is given to the 
decisions of speech interval (from S to E) providing two 
levels of thresholds for the log power P and the decisions 
for the non-speech interval associated with intervocalic 
unvoiced-stops are stabilized by referring the count of 
sign change X. Tho minimum (valley) just before Sand that 
just after E were assigned as boundaries of the utterance. 

RESULT OF PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT 

Sixty names of Japanese cities spoken by a .ale adult 
were used ns the test material fol" seg..,ntation process. It 
was estimated that the test material consisted of 455 half
syllabic units by our visual inspections. 

Segmentation 
Fig. 1 shows an example of segmentation where the 

segment boundaries are denoted by vertical lines and 
reference points for matching are denoted by the dotted 
vertical lines. Result of an auto■atic segmentation of the 
test material ls su■llllrl~ed in Table 1. Correct rate of 
sag■entutlon is more than 94 %. Most of the deletions of 
sagment boundaries at word-middle are associated with 
intervocalic (r) and (g) sounds, Those problems are going 
to be solved by the test material havlng wider spectral 
bandwidth. It is revealed that problems concerning 
deletions at word-initial and insertions at word-final are 
also due to inadequacy of the test ■aterial such as low 
signal- to- noise ratio and over-cuts at the beginning and 
the end of utterances. So, new test material suitable for 
our experiment is under preparation, because the current 
sample has been prepared for other experimental purpose. 

Most of insertions of segment boundaries, extra 
boundari es than expected, are associated with nasal and 
unvoiced stop consonants. It is observed that extra 
seg■ents correspond to nasalized vowels and aspirations 
after stop bursts. The detailed observation for much speech 
aaterial fro■ tho point of viev of acoustic phonetics 
should be ■ade in order to give such solution and 
interpretation syste1atically. 

Some Observation on Segments 
Signal processinge described belov have not been fully 

automatized yet and, further, ■ost of the observations have 
been based on a s■all set of test material. Alphabets at 
the top of Fig. 1 are our tentative labelling for the 
seg■ents (units). Segaent boundaries are first classified 
as either vowels or one of a consonantal group such as 
voiced-stops and unvoiced-fricatives using a set of 
acoustic parameters. Spectral distances between spectral 
frame of the boundary and single fra■e reference patterns 
including isolated five vovels and nasal murmurs vere used 
as additional information in the classification. 
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Alphabets on the segment boundaries just belov va~eforms 
in rig. 1 denote the first candidates of vowel identity 

1 showing minimum spectral distance. Ninety percent of vo~e 
boundaries are identified as the first candidates and t e 
remaining ten percent as the second for a sub-set .of t~e 
test material having 40 vowels. Linear spectral matchings 
of the CV-type segments with the CV-syllable reference 
patterns were tried after pre-selections using those data 
on consonantal group and the first and second vowel 
candidates described above. In the matching, time 
arraignment between the seg■ent and the l"eferenc~ pattern 
vas adjusted in such a way that the reference points of 
both patterns coincide. It is observed that correct 
CV-syllable appears within the top three candidates for 
most cases in this arrangement, 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Although our experiaental evidence is at quite a 
primitive stage, the half-syllabic units proposed see~ to 
have potential to meet three basic requirements described 
above. AmonK many problems left to be solved, ou: current 
interests are in (1) preparation of speech material 
suitable for our objectives, including city-names at 
different speeds of utterance and conversational utterances, 
(2) improvement and ~uning of the segmentation algorithm 
applicable for these speech data, and (:!) the detailed 
observation of the units in acoustic phonetic aspect and 
systematic organization of classification algorithm. 
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